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Welcome to the Autumn term’s course
Migration and Development.
This interdisciplinary course deals with key issues and problems of migration and development as
well as diﬀerent theoretical perspectives developed to increase our understanding of the preconditions
for and content of such processes.
It provides students with a general overview of the field and oﬀers those with a prior interest in, and
experience of, related fields an opportunity for more advanced critical analysis of these issues. A
number of current key issues in migration studies are discussed and analysed. The course oﬀers an
overview and critical scrutiny of theories of migration and governance in a historical and societal
context. Students are given the opportunity to deepen their understanding of a broad range of more
specific themes within the field, namely:

๏

Identify and critically reflect on the impact of migration processes on sending, transit and
receiving societies and on immigrants and their families

๏

Formulate advanced research questions in the field of migration

๏

Work eﬀectively in an interdisciplinary context

๏

Give informative oral presentations on migration and development

๏

Write critically on migration and development and the politics of migration

Assessment
Overview
Assessment is based on:

๏

Theories of migration and development

๏

Trends in migration and development and socio-political implications around the globe

๏

The role of migrant identities and agency

๏

The politics of migration

The objective of the course is to enable students to critically examine current debates and phenomena
related to migration in the global context. Students will acquire the knowledge and concrete skills to
understand, assess and work in fields related to migration. This understanding can assist those
working directly in migration-related issues, as well as those working in aspects of social and
institutional development more indirectly related to migration.

๏

Active participation in class

๏

Written assignments submitted in connection with specific topics covered during the lectures and/
or seminars

๏

Oral presentations individually or in small group in seminars 40%

๏

An individually written essay in which students answer questions on specific themes of the course
60%

Grades
Marking scale: Fail, E, D, C, B, A.

Teaching and Examination

The grades awarded are A, B, C, D, E or Fail. The highest grade is A and the lowest passing grade is
E. The grade for a non-passing result is Fail.

The course will consist of lectures covering key issues in migration studies and providing an overview
of relevant theories and the societal contexts in which they have emerged. Seminars will oﬀer
thematic deepening of these key issues. To a large extent, students will be encouraged to analyse and
present findings from the academic and grey literature, the synthesis of which will be presented in the
seminars. Students will be required to write individual course papers.

The student’s performance is assessed with reference to the learning outcomes of the course. For the
grade of E the student must show acceptable results. For the grade of D the student must show
satisfactory results. For the grade of C the student must show good results. For the grade of B the
student must show very good results. For the grade of A the student must show excellent results. For
the grade of Fail the student must have shown unacceptable results.
At the start of the course students are informed about the learning outcomes stated in the syllabus
and about the grading scale and how it is applied in the course.

Formal learning outcomes for the course
On completion of the course, students shall be able to:
๏

๏

Non-attendance at lectures and seminars

Identify and critically reflect upon approaches, theories and methods to understand the link
between migration and development and the politics of migration (i.e. causes, interrelationships
and possibly policy interventions)

All seminars are mandatory parts of the course. If you do miss a seminar you may have to conduct an
extra assignment where you analyse the readings related to the specific lecture and seminar.

Understand and apply theories of migration within their respective disciplines and within the
interdisciplinary field of migration studies
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Re-examination opportunities
If you fail to submit a paper or if you get a failing grade in a submitted paper, there will be
opportunities for re-examination. The re-examination assignments will be the same as the original
assignments. The re-examination papers are to be uploaded at the relevant folders at the course L@L
site.

Plagiarism
All final papers will be automatically checked by software and by the graders to detect plagiarism of
any sort. Plagiarism constitutes a severe oﬀence in academia, as it means using another person's ideas
without admitting to it. Note that there is also self-plagiarism (e.g. you take over parts of a paper that
you have already written/submitted elsewhere) and translation-plagiarism (you translate from a nonEnglish source and submit this as your own text). All cases of plagiarism will be handled by the
Graduate School. Less severe cases will aﬀect your grade negatively. More severe cases may lead to
exclusion from the course/program and suspension from the university through the University
Disciplinary Board.
See appendix 1 for more information.

Surveys and Survey Results
Surveys are an important part of course management, as we base future course discussions on the
results. The Graduate School Board (including all student representatives) are able to see all survey
reports and survey results will also be visible on the course Canvas page once published. But
everything in the end hinges on you – please do take the time to answer the survey when it is sent out
so we get solid response rates!
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Your teachers
Teresa Cappiali is a Postdoctoral Fellow in the Department of
Gender Studies at Lund University. She holds a PhD from the
Department of Political Science at the Université de Montréal,
Canada. She is a political sociologist and she specializes in the
sociology of migration and critical ethnic and racial relations
in the Mediterranean region. Her research bridges several
literatures, i.e. citizenship studies, theories of immigrants’
political incorporation, and ethnic and racial politics, with
social movement studies, critical race theories and
intersectionality to examine how receiving societies (especially
the state and civil society organizations) exclude and racialize
immigrants and ethnic minorities and how these groups
respond through grassroots mobilizations. Her teaching
interests are in critical social theory, citizenship, gender, and
migration, critical ethnic and race relations, social movements,
feminist theories, and qualitative methods, with focus on field
research, and interviews.

Dalia Abdelhady has a PhD in Sociology from the State
University of New York and a BA in Economics from the
American University in Cairo. Her research and teaching
interests focus on migration, gender, culture and globalization
– all from within a comparative perspective. With twenty years
of teaching experience, Dalia is passionate about working with
students to develop their critical skills, strengthen their
writing, and find their academic voice. In the classroom, Dalia
encourages students to take an active part in their learning
process, and look beyond their world-views and personal
experiences to gain a better understanding of the world around
them.

Teresa Cappiali
(course coordinator)
teresa.cappiali@rwi.lu.se

Dalia Abdelhady
dalia.abdelhady@soc.lu.se
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COURSE
RESOURCES
In this section we present the course literature and other course resources. This section is to help you
to orient yourself in diﬀerent types of readings and their functions in the course.
If download links fail, books and articles will be locatable via LUBSearch
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Castles, Stephen, Hein de Haas & Mark J. Miller (2020). The Age of
Migration: International Population Movements in the Modern World. New
York: Guilford Press, 6th ed.

Anderson, Bridget (2015). Us and Them? The Dangerous Politics of
Immigration Control. Oxford: OUP.

From the blurb: Us and Them? explores the distinction between migrant and
citizen through using the concept of 'the community of value'. The
community of value is comprised of Good Citizens and is defined from
outside by the Non-Citizen and from the inside by the Failed Citizen, that is
figures like the benefit scrounger, the criminal, the teenage mother etc. While
Failed Citizens and Non-Citizens are often strongly diﬀerentiated, the book
argues that it is analytically and politically productive to consider them
together. Judgments about who counts as skilled, what is a good marriage,
who is suitable for citizenship, and what sort of enforcement is acceptable
against 'illegals', aﬀect citizens as well as migrants. Rather than simple
competitors for the privileges of membership, citizens and migrants define
each other through sets of relations that shift and are not straightforward
binaries.

From the blurb: Migration is a central dynamic in globalization that is
recasting contemporary states and societies in distinctive, powerful ways.
Now with more balanced coverage of Western and non-Western regions, this
leading text has been revised and updated with the latest theories, policy
information, and interdisciplinary research. The book explores the causes,
dynamics, and consequences of international population movements, as well
as the experiences of migrants themselves. Chapters examine migration
trends and patterns in all major world regions, how migration transforms
both destination and origin societies, and the eﬀects of migration and
increasing ethnic diversity on national identity and politics. Useful
pedagogical features include boxed case studies; extensive tables, graphs, and
maps; end-of-chapter Guides to Further Reading; and a companion website
(www.age-of-migration.com) with additional case studies, interactive
flashcards, and other resources for students and instructors.

224 Pages
ISBN 978-0-198-73761-2
Publisher info

Castañeda, Heide (2019). Borders of Belonging Struggle and Solidarity in
Mixed- Status Immigrant Families. Stanford: Stanford University Press.

From the blurb: Borders of Belonging investigates a pressing but previously
unexplored aspect of immigration in America—the impact of immigration
policies and practices not only on undocumented migrants, but also on their
family members, some of whom possess a form of legal status. Heide
Castañeda reveals the trauma, distress, and inequalities that occur daily,
alongside the stratification of particular family members' access to resources
like education, employment, and health care. She also paints a vivid picture
of the resilience, resistance, creative responses, and solidarity between parents
and children, siblings, and other kin. / Castañeda's innovative ethnography
combines fieldwork with individuals and family groups to paint a full picture
of the experiences of mixed-status families as they navigate the emotional,
social, political, and medical diﬃculties that inevitably arise when at least
one family member lacks legal status. Exposing the extreme conditions in the
heavily-regulated U.S./Mexico borderlands, this book presents a portentous
vision of how the further encroachment of immigration enforcement would
aﬀect millions of mixed-status families throughout the country.

443 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4289-5
Publisher info

Gammeltoft-Hansen, Thomas & Ninna Nyberg Sørensen (Eds.) (2013). The
Migration Industry and the Commercialization of International Migration.
London: Routledge.
From the blurb: Migration has become business, big business. Over the last
few decades a host of new business opportunities have emerged that
capitalize both on the migrants’ desires to migrate and the struggle by
governments to manage migration. From the rapid growth of specialized
transportation and labour immigration companies, to multinational
companies managing detention centres or establishing border security, to the
organized criminal networks profiting from human smuggling and
traﬃcking, we are currently witnessing a growing commercialization of
international migration. / This volume claims that today it is almost
impossible to speak of migration without also speaking of the migration
industry. Yet, acknowledging the role the migration industry plays prompts a
number of questions that have so far received only limited attention among
scholars and policy makers. The book oﬀers new concepts and theory for the
study of international migration by bringing together cross-disciplinary
theoretical explorations and original case studies. It also provides a global
coverage of the phenomena under study, covering migrant destinations in
Europe, the United States and Asia, and migrant sending regions in Africa,
Asia and Latin America.

224 Pages
ISBN 978-0-198-73761-2
Publisher info
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278 Pages
ISBN 9780415623797
Publisher info

Parrenas, Rachel Salazar (2015). Servants of Globalization. Migration and
Domestic Work. Stanford University Press.

From the blurb: Servants of Globalization oﬀers a groundbreaking study of migrant
Filipino domestic workers who leave their own families behind to do the caretaking
work of the global economy. Since its initial publication, the book has informed
countless students and scholars and set the research agenda on labor migration and
transnational families. / With this second edition, Rhacel Salazar Parreñas returns to
Rome and Los Angeles to consider how the migrant communities have changed.
Children have now joined their parents. Male domestic workers are present in
significantly greater numbers. And, perhaps most troubling, the population has aged,
presenting new challenges for the increasingly elderly domestic workers. New
chapters discuss these three increasingly important constituencies. The entire book
has been revised and updated, and a new introduction oﬀers a global, comparative
overview of the citizenship status of migrant domestic workers. Servants of
Globalization remains the defining work on the international division of reproductive
labor.

256 Pages
ISBN 9780804796149
Publisher info

Yuval-Davis, Nira, Wemyss, Georgie & Cassidy, Kathryn (2019). Bordering.
Cambridge, UK: Polity Press.

From the blurb: Controlling national borders has once again become a key
concern of contemporary states and a highly contentious issue in social and
political life. But controlling borders is about much more than patrolling
territorial boundaries at the edges of states: it now comprises a multitude of
practices that take place at diﬀerent levels, some at the edges of states and
some in the local contexts of everyday life – in workplaces, in hospitals, in
schools – which, taken together, construct, reproduce and contest borders
and the rights and obligations associated with belonging to a nation-state. /
This book is a systematic exploration of the practices and processes that now
define state bordering and the role it plays in national and global governance.
Based on original research, it goes well beyond traditional approaches to the
study of migration and racism, showing how these processes aﬀect all
members of society, not just the marginalized others. The uncertainties
arising from these processes mean that more and more people find
themselves living in grey zones, excluded from any form of protection and
often denied basic human rights.

240 Pages
ISBN 9781509504947
Publisher info
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12. Crawley, Heaven & Skleparis, Dimitris (2018). Refugees, Migrants, Neither, Both: Categorical Fetishism and
the Politics of Bounding in Europe’s ‘Migration Crisis’. Journal of Ethnic and Migration Studies, 44(1), 48-64.
16 pages | Download here

Course Resources – Articles & Book
Chapters

13. De Genova, Nicholas (2002) "Migrant ‘Illegality’ and Deportability in Everyday Life" in Annual Review of
Anthropology Vol. 31 pp 419-447.
28 pages | Download here

If download links fail, articles will be locatable via LUBSearch

1.

Achiume, Tendayi (2019) ‘Migration as Decolonization’ 71 Stanford Law Review, 1509-1574
65 pages | Download here

14. de Haas, Hein (2010) Migration and Development: A Theoretical Perspective” International Migration Review
37 pages | Download here

2.

Adamson, F.B. and Tsourapas, G. (2019). The Migration State in the Global South: Nationalizing,
Developmental, and Neoliberal Models of Migration Management. International Migration Review, 1-30.
30 pages | Download here

15. de Haas, Hein (2007) “Turning the tide? Why Development will not Stop Migration” Development and
Change 38(5)
22 pages | Download here

3.

Ager, Alastair and Strang, Alison (2008) “Understanding Integration: A Conceptual Framework”. Journal
of Refugee Studies 21(2): 166-191
25 pages | Download here

16. European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights (FRA) (2019) “Being Black in the EU – Second
European Union Minorities and Discrimination Survey - Summary”
-- pages | Download here

4.

Alba, Richard, and Nancy Foner. 2014. Strangers No More. Immigration and the Challenges of Integration in
North America and Western Europe. Princeton: Princeton University Press (pp. 1-16).
16 pages | Available on Canvas

17. Fiddian-Qasmiyeh, Elena; Loescher, Gil; Long, Katy; Sigona, Nando, eds., The Oxford Handbook of Refugee
and Forced Migration Studies, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014, Chapter 8, Karen Jacobsen,
“Livelihoods and Economics in Forced Migration”.
-- pages | Download here

5.

Anderson, Bridget (2010). "Migration, Immigration Controls and the Fashioning of Precarious Workers’
Work" in Employment and Society. Vol. 24(2) pp 300-317.
17 pages | Download here

18. Gao, Yun (2004) Chinese migrants and forced labour in Europe, Geneva: ILO
37 pages | Download here

6.

Bakewell, Oliver (2007). “Keeping Them in Their Place: The Ambivalent Relationship Between Development
and Migration in Africa” Working Paper 8, International Migration Institute, University of Oxford.
42 pages | Download here

19. Hanafi, Sari, and Long, Taylor (2010). Governance, Governmentalities, and the State of Exception in the
Palestinian Refugee Camps of Lebanon. Journal of Refugee Studies, 23(2): 134-159.
25 pages | Download here

7.

Bakewell, Oliver (2008). Research Beyond the Categories: The Importance of Policy Irrelevant Research
into Forced Migration. Journal of Refugee Studies, 21 (4): 432-453.
21 pages | Download here

20. IOM (2018) “World Migration Report 2018”
28 pages | Download here

8.

Mohamed Berriane, Hein de Haas & Katharina Natter (2015) Introduction: revisiting Moroccan
migrations, The Journal of North African Studies, 20:4, 503-521, DOI: 10.1080/13629387.2015.1065036
18 pages | Download here

9.

21. Koppenberg, S., 2012. Where do forced migrants stand in the migration and development debate. Oxford
Monitor of Forced Migration, 2(1), p.77-90.
13 pages | Download here
22. Levitt, P., 2012. What's wrong with migration scholarship? A critique and a way forward. Identities, 19(4),
pp.493-500.
7 pages | Download here

Bhimji, Fazila (2016). Collaborations and Performative Agency in Refugee Theater in Germany, Journal of
Immigrant & Refugee Studies, 14:1, 83-103.
20 pages | Download here

23. Michael McEachrane, (2018) "Universal Human Rights and the Coloniality of Race in Sweden" Human
Rights Review volume 19, pages 471–493
22 pages | Download here

10. Castles, Stephen (2011). "Bringing Human Rights into the Migration and Development Debate" in
Global Policy Vol. 2(3) pp 248-258.
10 pages | Download here

24. Michael McEachrane (2020) "Pan-Africanism and the African Diaspora in Europe" in Routledge Handbook
of Pan-Africanism
-- pages | Available on Canvas

11. Clare, Matthew (2014). Refugees Don’t Drink Wine, But Gay Men Should: Exploring the Intersections of
Refugeehood, Sexuality and Nationality among Gay Syrian Refugees in Lebanon. Lund University: MA
thesis, Centre for Middle Eastern Studies.
70 pages | Download here

25. Naguib, Nefissa (2017). Middle East Encounter 69 Degrees North Latitude. Syrian Refugees and Everyday
Humanitarianism in the Arctic. International Journal of Middle East Studies, 49 (4), 645-660.
15 pages | Download here
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26. Nayel, Moe Ali. 17 May 2013. “Palestinian Refugees Are Not at Your Service”
1 page | Download here

40. Valenta, Marko, & Bunar, Nihad (2010). State Assisted Integration: Refugee Integration Policies in
Scandinavian Welfare States: The Swedish and Norwegian Experience. Journal of Refugee Studies 23 (4), 463-483.
20 pages | Download here

27. Newland, Kathleen (2010) “The Governance of International Migration: Mechanisms, Processes, and
Institutions.” Global Governance: A Review of Multilateralism and International Organizations: JulySeptember 2010, Vol. 16, No. 3, pp. 331-343.
12 pages | Download here

41. Vasey, Katie (2011). Place-Making, Provisional Return and Well-Being: Iraqi Refugee Women in Australia.
Refuge, 28 (1): 25-35.
10 pages | Download here

28. Nyberg-Sørensen, Ninna, Nicholas Van Hear and Poul Engberg-Pedersen (2002) "The MigrationDevelopment Nexus: Evidence and policy options state of the art review" in International Migration Vol.
40(5) pp 3-48.
45 pages | Download here

42. Wieviorka, Michel (2014). A Critique of Integration. Identities, 21(6), 633-641.
8 pages | Download here
43. Zetter, R. (2007). More Labels, Fewer Refugees: Remaking the Refugee Label in an Era of Globalization.
Journal of Refugee Studies. 20(2): 172-192.
20 pages | Download here

29. Nyberg-Sørensen, Ninna (2012) "Revisiting the Migration-Development Nexus: From social networks and
remittances to markets for migration control" in International Migration Vol 50(3) pp 61-76.
15 pages | Download here

Course Resources – Films

30. OECD/ILO (2018) How Immigrants Contribute to Developing Countries’ Economies. Paris: OECD Publishing.
192 pages | Download here

Don’t Have to Live Like a Refugee” from This American Life
one hour | Download here

31. Ottonelli, Valeria, and Tiziana Torresi (2013) “When is Migration Voluntary?” International Migration
Review 47, 4: 783-813
30 pages | Download here

A World Not Ours
- | Download here

32. Pande, Amrita (2013). “ ´The Paper that You Have in Your Hand is My Freedom': Migrant Domestic
Work and the Sponsorship (Kafala) System in Lebanon” International Migration Review, 47 (2): 414-441
27 pages | Download here

Optional Supplementary Readings
(articles and reports)

33. Ruhs, Martin and Philip Martin (2008) "Numbers vs Rights: Trade-Oﬀs and Guest Worker Programs" in
International Migration Review Vol. 42(1) pp 249-265.
16 pages | Download here
34. Sheth, Falguni A. (2013) “Interstitiality: Making Space for Migration, Diaspora, and Racial Complexity”
Hypatia, Vol. 29 (1) pp.75-93
18 pages | Download here
35. Silverstein, Paul (2005) “Immigrant Racialization and the New Savage Slot: Race, Migration, and
Immigration in the New Europe.” Annual Review of Anthropology, 34, 363- 384.
21 pages | Download here
36. Strang, Alison, and Alastair Ager. 2010. Refugee Integration: Emerging Trends and Remaining Agendas.
Journal of Refugee Studies 23 (4), pp. 589-607.
18 pages | Download here
37. "UN 'concerned' about level of racism in Sweden": https://www.thelocal.se/20180511/un-concernedabout-level-of-racism-in-sweden
38. UNDP (2009). Human Development Report 2009. Overcoming barriers: Human mobility and development.
217 pages | Download here
39. UNHCR. 2016. Global Trends. Forced Displacement in 2015.
217 pages | Download here
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1.

Andrijasevic, Rutvica (2007) "Beautiful Dead Bodies: Gender, migration and representation in antitraﬃcking campaigns" in Feminist Review Vol. 86 pp 24-44.

2.

Boswell, Christina (2007) "Theorizing Migration Policy: Is there a third way?" in International Migration
Review Vol. 41(1) pp 75-100

3.

Calavita, Kitty (2005) “Law, Citizenship, and the Construction of (Some) Immigrant ‘Others’.” Law &
Society Review, 30 (2), 401-420.

4.

Calavita, Kitty (1998) “Immigration, Law and Marginalization in a Global Economy: Notes from Spain.”
Law & Society Review, 32 (3), 529-566.

5.

Castles, Stephen (2004) "Why migration policies fail" in Ethnic and Racial Studies Vol. 27 pp 205- 227.

6.

Coutin, Susan Bibler (1995) "Smugglers or Samaritans in Tucson, Arizona: Producing and contesting legal
truth" in American Ethnologist Vol. 22(3) pp 549-571.

7.

De Haan, Arjan (1999) "Livelihoods and Poverty: The role of migration - A critical review of the migration
literature" in Journal of Development Studies Vol. 36(2) pp 1- 47.

8.

de Haas, Hein (2008) Migration and Development a Theoretical Perspective. Working paper No 9, 61 pages.

9.

Frontera Norte
Migracion y Desarrollo

Epstein, Gil S., Arye L. Hillmann and Avi Weiss (1999) "Creating illegal immigrants" in Journal of
Population Economics Vol. 12(1) pp 3-21.

10. Fargues, Phillippe, Nasra M. Shah (eds.) (2018) “Migration to the Gulf: Policies in Sending and Receiving
Countries” (selected chapters) http://gulfmigration.org/media/pubs/book/GRM%202017%20%20Volume%20-%20Definitive%20-%202018-06-15.pdf

2. Internet sites and international organizations that oﬀer comparative
information on migrations, asylum and ethnic diversity

11. Freeman, Gary P. (1995) "Modes of Immigration Politics in Liberal Democracies" in International
Migration Review Vol. XXIX(4) pp 881-902.

OECD (see annual International Migration Outlook, which between 1991 and 2004 was entitled
Trends in International Migration)
IOM (World Migration Report published from 2000 to 2008)

12. Geddes, Andrew, Adger, W. Neil, Arnell, Nigel W., Black, Richard, & G Thomas, David S. (2012)
“Migration, Environmental Change, and the ‘Challenges of Governance.’” Environment and Planning C:
Government and Policy, 30(6), 951–967. https://doi.org/10.1068/c3006ed

3. General Migration Data Sources

13. Newland, Kathleen (2005) The Governance of International Migration, GCIM Working Paper. 10 pages.

Asian Pacific Migration Research Network (APMRN): http://apmrn.anu.edu.au/

14. O'Connell Davidson, Julia (2003) Sleeping with the enemy? Some problems with feminist abolitionist
calls to penalise those who buy commercial sex" in Social Policy and Society Vol. 2 pp 55-63.

Center for Migration Studies: http://www.cmsny.org/
Center on Migration, Policy and Society, University of Oxford: http://www.compas.ox.ac.uk/

15. Pécoud, Antoine (2009) "The UN Convention on Migrant Workers’ Rights and International Migration
Management" in Global Society Vol. 23(3) pp 333-350.

European Council of Refugees and Exiles: http://www.ecre.org
European Research Center on Migration and Ethnic Relations (ERCOMER): http://
www.ercomer.org/

16. Silverstein, Paul (2005) “Immigrant Racialization and the New Savage Slot: Race, Migration, and
Immigration in the New Europe.” Annual Review of Anthropology, 34, 363- 384.

Federation of Centers for Migration Studies, G.B. Scalabrini: http://www.scalabrini.org/fcms/

17. Skeldon, Ronald (2008) "International Migration as a Tool in Development Policy: A Passing Phase?" in
Population and Development Review Vol. 34(1) pp 1-18.

Forced Migration Online: www.forcedmigration.org

18. Spaan, Ernst, Ton van Naerssen & Felicitas Hillman (2005) "Shifts in the European Discourses on
Migration and Development" in Asian and Pacific Migration Journal Vol. 14(1-2) pp 35-70.

Immigration History Research Center, Minnesota: http://www1.umn.edu/ihrc/

19. Teitelbaum, M. (2002). “The Role of the State in International Migration.” The Brown Journal of World
Aﬀairs, 3 (20), 157-167.

Institute for Migration Research and Intercultural Studies (IMIS), Osnabrück: http://www.imis.uniosnabruck.de/e_index.htm

20. Yamanaka, Keiko & Nicola Piper (2005) Feminized Migration in East and Southeast Asia: Policies, actions
and empowerment, Geneva: United Nations Research Institute for Social Development. Available online:
www.unrisd.org/publications/opgp11

International Center of Migration and Health: http://www.icmh.ch/

Institute for Migration and Ethnic Studies (IMES): http://www2.fmg.uva.nl/imes/

International Metropolis Project: http://www.international.metropolis.net/
International Migration Institute, University of Oxford: http://www.imi.ox.ac.uk
International Organization for Migration: http://www.iom.int/

Useful Links and References

Inter-University Committee on International Migration: http://web.mit.edu/cis/www/migration/

1. Peer-reviewed journals

Migration Information Source: http://www.migrationinformation.org/index.cfm/

International Migration Review
Journal of Ethnic and Migration Studies
Racial and Ethnic Studies
Journal of Race, Ethnicity, and Politics
Journal of Immigrant and Refugee Studies Migration Studies International Migration
Social Identities
Global Networks

Migration News: http://www.migration.ucdavis.edu/

Revue Européenne des Migrations Internationales Race and Class Journal of Intercultural Studies
Asian and Pacific Migration Journal

US Committee for Refugees and Immigrants (USCRI): http://www.refugees.org/

Refugee Studies Centers, University of Oxford: http://www.rsc.ox.ac.uk/
Southern African Migration Project: http://www.queensu.ca/samp/
Swiss Forum for Migration and Population Studies: http://www.migrationpopulation.
United Nations High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR): https://www.unhcr.org
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COURSE OVERVIEW
A detailed description of the course content, including work tasks.
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Your course at a glance
WEEK

Week 1

COURSE ACTIVITY

WEEK

Lecture 1 | Teresa Cappiali
Introduction and exercise on migration. Conceptual tool (concepts and lived-experience)

Week 6

COURSE ACTIVITY
Lecture 11 | Dalia Abdelhady
Integration
One day workshop | Screening of movies and exercise (Black France!)

Lecture 2 | Teresa Cappiali
Do We Live in the Age of Migration?

Week 7

Seminar 1 | Teresa Cappiali
Exercise in class
Week 8

Seminar 3 | Teresa Cappiali
Student Presentations & Comments
Seminar 4 | Teresa Cappiali
Student Presentations & Comments

Lecture 3 | Dalia Abdelhady
Theory and Concepts
Week 2

Lecture 12 | Teresa Cappiali
Final lecture and Questions & Answers section

Lecture 4 | Dalia Abdelhady
Migration Research

Deadline | Final Paper
Lecture 5 + seminar | Robert Stewart
Migration Programming: Lessons from the Field 1
Week 3

NB. Regularly check the course lesson plan online
for potential schedule alterations and to locate relevant classrooms

Lecture 6 + seminar | Robert Stewart
Migration Programming: Lessons from the Field 2
Lecture 7 | Dalia Abdelhady
Forced Migration

Week 4

Lecture 8 | Dalia Abdelhady
Immigrant Experiences
Lecture 9 | Dalia Abdelhady
Gender, Migration and Development

Week 5

Seminar 2 | Teresa Cappiali
Student Presentations & Comments
Lecture 10 | Teresa Cappiali
How do Migrations Transform Societies?
NB. Regularly check the course lesson plan online
for potential schedule alterations and to locate relevant classrooms
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Lecture 2: Do We Live in the Age of Migration?
(lecture) | Teacher: Teresa Cappiali

Course details

๏

Who is a migrant? (not only numbers!)

๏

Challenges of global migration

๏

Contemporary migrations: general trends

Theories of Migration and Development and the Governance of

๏

International migration in the global governance

Migration

๏

History of migration: What’s new? What’s old?

๏

Exercise 1, part B: Conceptual Map: Each group will present and discuss the conceptual map they
have created with the other students

First Part:

Lecture 1: Introduction and Exercise on Migration
(lecture) | Teacher: Teresa Cappiali

Mandatory Reading

Overview of the course

Castles, Stephen, et al (2020): Introduction and Chapters 5 and 6

๏

Logistics, syllabus, assignments

IOM 2018, Chapters 1 and 2.

๏

Pedagogical approach

Strongly recommended

๏

Discuss final essay

IOM 2018, Chapter 4.
UNHCR 2019, especially Introduction and Chapters, 1,2, and 4.

Selected topics for presentations (see list of topics)
๏

UNESCO (2019) Global trends .pdf

Discuss the selected topics (distribute the tentative list; other topics are possible)

Note: Please, make sure to skim through the recommended chapters of the two reports. They will be
particularly useful for your understanding of current migration trends and how data on migration are
collected globally!

Creation of groups for presentations
๏

Presentations can also be done by individuals, depending on the number of students

๏

Exercise 1, part A: Conceptual Map: Students will create a conceptual map on migration issues in
small groups. Instructions on how to build the map will be given in class.

๏

Build the conceptual map
✦

Concepts and lived-experience

✦

Use of experiential learning and transformative pedagogies

Seminar 1: Exercise 2: Europe or Die?
(seminar) | Teacher: Teresa Cappiali
Documentary screening:
๏

Storming Spain's Razor-Wire Fence: Europe Or Die
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OmqOlxNQABI (20 min.)
What happens if you fail to attend this event?
What to hand in: A paper of between 500 and 700 words in which the student will analyze the
documentary with the help of the questions used during the exercise in class. Students are invited to
contact the teacher.
How to hand in: On Canvas
When to hand in: Within a week from the seminar
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Lecture 3: Theory and Concepts
(lecture) | Teacher: Dalia Abdelhady

Lecture 5 + seminar:
Migration Programming: Lessons from the Field - Part 1
(lecture + seminar combo) | Teacher: Robert Stewart

The class will discuss the diﬀerent theories used in analyzing international migration with particular
emphasis on theorizing the role of the state in shaping migratory patterns.

The aim in the two sessions by Robert Stewart is to give students insights into how eﬀective refugee
and migrant-related programming is put in place from the point of view of an international
organisation. The primary focus of the sessions is on the crucial first stage of this process:
understanding beneficiary needs, as a basis for then designing and implementing appropriate
programming.

Mandatory Reading
Castles, de Haas and Miller (2020) Chapters 2 and 3
de Haas, Hein (2010)
Adamson, F.B. and Tsourapas, G., (2019)

Part 1

Bakewell, Oliver (2007)

Humanitarian aid funders such as the European Commission’s Humanitarian Aid & Civil Protection
directorate (DG ECHO) as well as humanitarian aid delivery organisations such as the International
Organization for Migration (IOM) adopt a variety of diﬀerent approaches to assessing refugee and
migrant needs. The first lecture will begin by giving a conceptual overview of how needs assessments
are done for a particular country, including the underlying challenges such as gathering information
in diﬃcult contexts, fixing engagement priorities and coordinating a complex, multi-organisational
response. Illustrative examples will largely draw from the international community’s engagement in
Iraq since 2014, with the rise of the Islamic State group and subsequent rounds of fighting that
displaced large numbers of people internally, this on top of the large numbers of refugees in the
country due to the Syrian civil war taking place next door.

Lecture 4: Migration Research
(lecture) | Teacher: Dalia Abdelhady
The class will address trends in conducting research in migration and highlights the ways choice of
categories shape the research process as well as its outcomes.
Mandatory Reading
Ottonelli, Valeria, and Tiziana Torresi (2013)

The lecture will then focus upon a vulnerability assessment tool that my consultancy developed with the
International Organization for Migration. This tool aims to address the protection and assistance needs
of migrants in any global setting who have experienced or are vulnerable to violence, exploitation, and
abuse before, during or after the migration process. The understanding of migrant vulnerability will be
discussed as will the model underlying the tool, including the different levels of vulnerability assessed
and how these fit together: individual, household and family, community and structural.

Crawley, Heaven & Skleparis, Dimitris (2018)
Bakewell, Oliver (2008)
Levitt, P., (2012)
Nayel, Moe Ali. (17 May 2013)

The final part of the lecture will focus upon going over the assignment to be done between lectures 1
and 2, including how to use the community-level and structural-level assessment tools for the
assignment.
Assignment
Students will be divided into two groups and each group will collectively complete one of the
assessment tools for a particular country, and from that will also develop a short analysis highlighting
the key areas of vulnerability, violence and exploitation. The division of the groups and the countries
to be assigned will be determined once the makeup of students in the class is clear, in particular if
there are multiple students from the same home country and who would therefore have shared,
detailed knowledge of that country’s norms and customs that would make it possible to complete the
community-level tool. Each group’s completed tool, including the short analysis highlighting the key
areas of vulnerability, violence and exploitation (approximately one page), will be submitted to the
course instructor by end of day on Friday 11 September. Each group will also prepare a short
PowerPoint presentation of their key findings emerging from completing the tool and designate a
spokesperson who will present to the class during the second lecture on 15 September (the
presentation should be shared with the course instructor in advance of lecture 2). The overall aim of
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the assignment is to familiarise students with the diﬀerent components of the tools and thus of how
the multiple dimensions of vulnerability are assessed.

Lecture 6 + seminar:
Migration Programming: Lessons from the Field - Part 2
(lecture + seminar combo) | Teacher: Robert Stewart

Should you have any questions, please contact me at: robert.stewart@meritspartnership.com
Mandatory Reading

This lecture will begin with 2 short presentations, one by each group. The aim of each presentation is
to outline the findings of their group to the rest of the class, particularly highlighting the key areas of
vulnerability, violence and exploitation as a conclusion at the end. The presentations should last for
no more than 15 minutes each.

Background on migration today:
https://publications.iom.int/system/files/pdf/wmr_2020_en_chapter1_004.pdf (read pg. 1-9)
Background on IOM
https://www.iom.int/sites/default/files/about-iom/iom_snapshot_a4_en.pdf

Following the presentations, the lecturer will outline programmatic priorities that emerge from the
analysis, and specific programmatic responses to the areas of vulnerability, violence and exploitation
highlighted by each group for their countries. The lecture will then focus on several of the
programmatic areas highlighted and describe the general contours of a programmatic response – for
example, how advocacy processes and community outreach could be put in place to reduce
exploitation of undocumented migrant workers.

European Commission Humanitarian Implementation Plan Iraq:
https://ec.europa.eu/echo/sites/echo-site/files/hip_iraq_2017_version_3.pdf
(the key takeaway from this document is not the details of specifically what needs there are, but rather the
general shape of the document and how it assesses the situation in Iraq as well as outlines a response
including contextual analysis, a breakdown of needs at the time, and then the humanitarian response)

Should you have any questions, please contact me at: robert.stewart@meritspartnership.com

IOM Handbook on Protection and Assistance for Migrants Vulnerable to Violence, Exploitation and Abuse:
https://publications.iom.int/books/iom-handbook-migrants-vulnerable-violence-exploitation-and-abuse

Mandatory Reading

• pg. 3-8

IOM Handbook on Protection and Assistance for Migrants Vulnerable to Violence, Exploitation and Abuse:
https://publications.iom.int/books/iom-handbook-migrants-vulnerable-violence-exploitation-and-abuse

• in preparation for the assignment, the group assigned to the community-level tool should read section 4.1
(pg. 153-155) and section 4.4 (pg. 181-191)

• pg. 9-16

• in preparation for the assignment, the group assigned to the structural-level tool should read section 5.1
(pg. 197-198) and section 5.4 (pg. 235-246)

• all should have read section 4.1 (pg. 153-155) and section 5.1 (pg. 197-198)
• optional reading: pg. 155-177; 199-230

What happens if you fail to attend this event?
Contact Robert Stewart for instructions.

What happens if you fail to attend this event?
Contact Robert Stewart for instructions.
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Lecture 7: Forced Migration
(lecture) | Teacher: Dalia Abdelhady

Lecture 9: Gender, Migration and Development
(lecture) | Teacher: Dalia Abdelhady

The class focuses the discussion of theories and concepts on forced migration paying particular
attention to the ways forced migrants forge economic and political structures.

The class addresses the relationship between migration and development and sheds light on the
gender diﬀerences that shape migration experiences.

Mandatory Reading

Mandatory Reading

Hanafi, Sari, and Long, Taylor (2010).

Castles, de Haas and Miller (2020). Chapters 12 and 14

Koppenberg, S., (2012)

Castles, Stephen (2011)

Fiddian-Qasmiyeh, Elena et al (2014), Chapter 8, Karen Jacobsen, “Livelihoods and Economics in Forced
Migration”

de Haas, Hein (2007)
Nyberg-Sørensen, Ninna, Nicholas Van Hear and Poul Engberg-Pedersen (2002)

Zetter, R. (2007).
Listen to full episode of: “Don’t Have to Live Like a Refugee” from This American Life
Watch: A World Not Ours

Seminar 2: Student Presentations & Comments
(lecture) | Teacher: Teresa Cappiali
Students will give group presentations and will be required to choose their own topics and selected books and
articles from the list at the beginning of the course to present in small groups.

Lecture 8: Immigrant Experiences
(lecture) | Teacher: Dalia Abdelhady

What happens if you fail to attend this event?

The class looks into experiences of migrants in diverse destinations and highlights process of
collaboration, cultural expression, and navigating institutional structures.

What to hand in: A paper of between 500 and 700 words of three selected readings (chapters and/or
articles)
How to hand in: On Canvas

Mandatory Reading

When to hand in: Within a week from the seminar

Bhimji, Fazila (2016)
Naguib, Nefissa (2017)
Pande, Amrita (2013)
Vasey, Katie (2011)
Clare, Matthew (2014)
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Second Part:

Lecture 11: Integration
(lecture) | Teacher: Dalia Abdelhady

Impact of Migration and the Governance of Migration on
The class focuses on integration as a concept that shapes many debates on immigration. We will
discuss the diﬀerent meanings of integration and also some of the critiques.

Sending, Transit and Receiving Societies

Mandatory Reading

Lecture 10: How do Migrations Transform Societies?
(lecture) | Teacher: Teresa Cappiali

Valenta, Marko, & Bunar, Nihad (2010)
Ager, Alastair and Strang, Alison (2008)

๏

Transformation of sending societies

Wieviorka, Michel (2014)

๏

Transformation of receiving societies

Alba, Richard, and Nancy Foner (2014)

๏

The politics of migration

Strang, Alison, and Alastair Ager (2010)

๏

The politics of integration

๏

Exercize 3: Deserving and non-deserving migrants?

๏

We will play a game in class in which we will explore how deservingness of immigrants is
constructed in sending, transit and receiving societies. Further instructions will be given in class.

Mandatory Reading
Castles, Stephen, et al (2020) (Chapter 13)
Mohamed Berriane, Hein de Haas & Katharina Natter (2015)
Article on racism in Sweden (Strongly recommended, especially before next week):
"UN 'concerned' about level of racism in Sweden": https://www.thelocal.se/20180511/un-concerned-aboutlevel-of-racism-in-sweden
Silverstein, Paul (2005)
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A one-day workshop: Racism, Anti-Racism, and Identity Politics in Europe:
The Case of France from a Comparative Perspective
(workshop) | Teacher: Teresa Cappiali

Mandatory Reading
Castles et al. 2020 (selected chapter)
Michael McEachrane. 2014. “Seeing Sweden's race problem for what it is” Aljazeera, 15 Dec, 2014.

Preparation before students come to class:

https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/2014/12/sweden-racismultranationalism-201412151245833711.html

You will be required to do some preparatory work. You will be asked to read the documents and
watch the videos listed below and to answer some questions on these documents before you come to
class.

Videos: Video on the far-right: The European hipsters who are appealing to the far right (until min 8)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f5eq-4xEAKk

What to expect during the one-day workshop: Overview of the key steps and timetable:

Rapper Médine

First step: 09:00 - 12:00: Group discussion and screening of visual material. We will start the day by
discussing the material covered before class. We will then watch a documentary Black France
together: Episode 1 - Conflicting Identities (about 27 minutes) https://vimeo.com/168270987 and
Episode 3 - The Immigration Problem (about 40 minutes) https://vimeo.com/168280078. During
the discussion, you will be provided with some theoretical insights to help you interpret the material
(e.g. key concepts); these theoretical insights will be further explored during the day . You will be also
invited to take notes when sociological concepts are mobilized by actors in the documentary (rappers,
politicians, political activists, etc.). The section will end with a short time for preliminary Q & A.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=9&v=iF-nhyBt76w
https://www.theinternationalconnect.net/medine-speaker-corner-english-lyrics/
Rapper Kerry James
https://lyricstranslate.com/en/lettre-à-la-république-letter-republic.html-0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ZO_n7rE-Rc

Second step: 13:00-15:00: Meet in small groups. You will meet in small groups of 4-5 maximum to
discuss the material oﬀered before and during the workshop. You will be given some questions to
guide your discussion.

What happens if you fail to attend this event?
What to hand in: You will need to contact the course coordinator and you have to write a paper of about
4-5 pages that reflects on the material of the workshop and how it relates to the rest of the course.

Third step: 15:00-17:00: Meet again in large group. Groups are invited to explain what they have
reflected on and are invited to make links with relevant concepts and theories they have previously
learned in the course.

How to hand in: by email on Canvas
When to hand in: Within maximum a week from the day of the workshop

A week after the workshop, you will be asked to:
(1) Submit an individual paper of about 3-4 pages. You have to show not only that you have read
the material and actively participated in class, but also that you can reflect critically on the topic
covered in the workshop. You will be given further guidelines concerning what you are expected
to write. The paper will not be graded.
(2) Meet in small groups again for about 2 hours and discuss the main points of your paper to your
peers and reflect together on what you have written.
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Seminar 3: Student Presentations & Comments
(lecture) | Teacher: Teresa Cappiali

Lecture 12: General Overview of the Course
(lecture) | Teacher: Teresa Cappiali

Students will give group presentations and will be required to choose their own topics and selected books and
articles from the list at the beginning of the course to present in small groups.

๏

General overview of the course

๏

In-class discussion

๏

Q&A

๏

Assignment (final remarks/supervision)

What happens if you fail to attend this event?
What to hand in: A paper of between 500 and 700 words of three selected readings (chapters and/or
articles)

**Give questionnaire in class for the final essay**

How to hand in: On Canvas

๏

When to hand in: Within a week from the seminar

**students’ evaluations in class (1hr)***

Seminar 4: Student Presentations & Comments
(lecture) | Teacher: Teresa Cappiali
Students will give group presentations and will be required to choose their own topics and selected books and
articles from the list at the beginning of the course to present in small groups.

What happens if you fail to attend this event?
What to hand in: A paper of between 500 and 700 words of three selected readings (chapters and/or
articles)
How to hand in: On Canvas
When to hand in: Within a week from the seminar
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Answer questions

Steps:

Exercise 1 (Part 1) - Start creating the
conceptual map!

1. Create a list of the concepts and topics you can think of that are linked to international
immigration and integration of immigrants (brainstorming ideas!)
2. Connect them to each other with arrows?
3. Can you think about how they are connected?

Conceptual map:

4. Can you think of the diﬀerent levels of connections, including negative and positive emotions
attached to them?

You will build the map based on your preliminary knowledge of the topic. You are encouraged to use
the information you have gathered so far based on your personal experience and on things you have
learned in academia, through the media and political debates, and in your everyday life

5. What are the arguments mostly used to connect them?
6. Can you think of some key research questions that could be addressed to answer empirically to
these arguments? (This point is particularly relevant to explore how social sciences can test
existing arguments and bring new lights and empirical evidence into these issues!)

Steps:
1. Create a list of the concepts and topics you can think of that are linked to international
immigration and integration of immigrants (brainstorming ideas!)

7. Can you share some of the ways in which these topics are linked to your life? What is your direct
and/or indirect experience with migration? How does migration aﬀect you, your family, your
friends, and your communities? Which of these experiences are positive and which are negative?
How? Why?

2. Connect them to each other with arrows?
3. Can you think about how they are connected?
4. Can you think of the diﬀerent levels of connections, including negative and positive emotions
attached to them?

Assignment: selection of your topic for
the group presentations

5. What are the arguments mostly used to connect them?
6. Can you think of some key research questions that could be addressed to answer empirically to
these arguments? (This point is particularly relevant to explore how social sciences can test
existing arguments and bring new lights and empirical evidence into these issues!)

For this course, seminars will be organized around group presentations. Each group will present once
and will develop a deeper analysis of a selected topic during the seminars.

7. Can you share some of the ways in which these topics are linked to your life? What is your direct
and/or indirect experience with migration? How does migration aﬀect you, your family, your
friends, and your communities? Which of these experiences are positive and which are negative?
How? Why?

More information on how to prepare these presentations will be given to you soon (see page 23 of
this course guide). Each group section will last about 1 hour and will include the presentation and
the in-class discussion.
At this stage, you are required to choose the topic with your group which has been randomly selected
here on Canvas.

Exercise 1 (Part 2) - Complete the
conceptual map

All these aspects need to be approved by the course coordinator.

Requirements for your submission:

Meet with the group created for this exercise.

1) Meet up with your group and discuss the potential topics you would like to develop. You can also
suggest other topics. Create a list of three main topics in order of preference. The final decision will
be taken by the teacher depending on the number of groups interested in the same topics and the
relevance of the topics selected with respect to other topics.

Note: It is likely that you will be in a diﬀerent group than the one you met with when we started this
exercise.
You will build the map based on your preliminary knowledge of the topic. You are encouraged to use
the information you have gathered so far based on your personal experience and on things you have
learned in academia, through the media and political debates, and in your everyday life

2) Make a preliminary selection of the literature you want to read using the list provided for this
course and additional material. One book and three articles would be enough. Write them down in
the same document.
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3) You can be creative in terms of form. You can choose to create a video or to present in class or via
Zoom on the day of the seminar. At this stage, you can suggest if you prefer to create a video or
present in class.

of oppression inflicted to immigrants as well as the ways they are resisted by immigrants
themselves).
2) Critical analysis of the topic: a) Identify the strengths and limitations of documentary and
possible approaches (academic ones, of course!) to be used to improve it; b) Choose an angle
and/or one or more issues you want to analyze and dedicate space to develop your critical analysis
on the topic.

4) Before submitting, don't forget to add the name of your group at the top of the page.
5) Submit the document on this page!

Suggested topics:

3) Generate questions: You are encouraged to raise questions—e.g. ethical, (geo-)political, social,
etc.—and problematize the issue of borders, drawing on your personal reflection on the issue.

Check the list of suggested topics in the pdf on the Canvas page.
Be aware that the topics will be presented in the order found on the list.

Assignment: Migration programming

Exercise 2: Documentary "Europe or
Die!”

Before the second lecture on migration programming, students will be divided into two groups and
each group will collectively complete one of the assessment tools for a particular country, and from
that will also develop a short analysis highlighting the key areas of vulnerability, violence and
exploitation. The division of the groups and the countries to be assigned will be determined once the
makeup of students in the class is clear, in particular if there are multiple students from the same
home country and who would therefore have shared, detailed knowledge of that country’s norms and
customs that would make it possible to complete the community-level tool. Each group’s completed
tool, including the short analysis highlighting the key areas of vulnerability, violence and exploitation
(approximately one page), will be submitted to the course instructor via email by end of day on
Friday 11 September.

Analysis of the documentary “Europe or Die!” (24 minutes)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OmqOlxNQABI

Task:
Discuss the documentary with your group and write down questions that may raise. Upload your
questions on the relevant Canvas page. Do not forget to write down the name of your group.

Each group will also prepare a short PowerPoint presentation of their key findings emerging from
completing the tool and designate a spokesperson who will present to the class during the second
lecture on 15 September (the presentation should be shared with the course instructor in advance of
lecture 2). The overall aim of the assignment is to familiarise students with the diﬀerent components
of the tools and thus of how the multiple dimensions of vulnerability are assessed.

General description
The documentary addresses the issue of violence at the Moroccan-Spanish borders towards SubSaharan African and touches several topics we have addressed in numerous seminars and lectures of
the course. Topics include the role of international law and human rights, European law, the role of
the EU in aﬀecting third-countries policies, bilateral agreements between states (Spain and Morocco)
in managing migration and borders, the role of local and international NGOs, mixed-flows,
immigrants’ experience of violence and motivations to migrate as well as forms of resistance to
borders’ violence. The documentary is also an important opportunity to think about borders as a key
geographical space of interaction and conflict and to move beyond “methodological
nationalism” (that is a methodological approach that focuses on the state as the main unit of
analysis).

Should you have any questions, please contact me at: robert.stewart@meritspartnership.com

Assignment: Short paper on Black France
Within a week from "A one-day workshop - Racism, anti-racism, and identity politics in Europe: The
case of France from a comparative perspective" you must submit an individual paper of about 3-4
pages.

Tips for your discussion

You have to show not only that you have read the material and actively participated in class, but also
that you can reflect critically on the topic covered in the workshop. You will be given further
guidelines concerning what you are expected to write. The paper will not be graded.

1) What to look for (descriptive analysis): a) Identity the main issues addressed in the documentary
and the key actors involved at the borders; b) Using an intersectional lens, identify the role of
class, gender, and race (and possibly age and nationality) in the dynamics observed (both as forms
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Examples of websites

Instructions for the presentations

General websites

General instructions

1)

Global migration trends: https://www.iom.int/global-migration-trends

2)

Migration data portal: https://migrationdataportal.org/data?i=stock_abs_&t=2017

๏

Each group will present once.

Tip: Everyone should look at these two!

๏

Presentations should focus on one specific topic (e.g. refugees, racialization, domestic workers)
and on one specific geographical area.

More specific websites

๏

Each group has 45-60 minutes each time. 25-30 minutes should be dedicated to the presentation
and the rest of the time to the discussion in class and the professor’s contribution.

๏

Presentations should oﬀer an in-depth analysis of the topic chosen and should draw on academic
and grey literature. They should draw on the material present in the syllabus and should be
combined with additional material chosen by students. Chapters from the book by Castles et al
(2020) should be included.

๏

Students are invited to use and compare a variety of theoretical and methodological approaches.

๏

While interdisciplinarity is highly valued, more disciplinary approaches can be also used,
depending on the topics and the objectives of the presentation.

3) On borders’ death: http://www.borderdeaths.org and https://www.iom.int/news/mediterraneanmigrant-arrivals-reach-67122-2018-deaths-reach-1549
4)

Present the issue(s) and state of the art (5 min)
๏

What are the main issues in the literature that are relevant today?

๏

What are the main research questions that we are asking?

๏

What are the gaps we need to address? (This is in term of research and of measurements; you will
not that some geographical areas are covered better than others; for instance, we know still very
little about displaced people because of climate change) You find information on measurements
in the Migration data portal

๏

For an example on this, watch the following video: TALKING MIGRATION DATA: What do
we know about data on environmental migration? - https://migrationdataportal.org/video/
talking-migration-data-what-do-we-know-about-data-environmental-migration

Evaluation
๏

The group presentations will concern 40% of the grade for this course. They are, therefore, very
important and they will require an important investment.

๏

The evaluation will concern the group work and the individual performance.

๏

You can create a video or present in class with the support of PP and/or visual material.

On displacement: https://displacement.iom.int

Research questions and theories (5 min)
๏

What questions do the articles/book ask? (you can name them and then decide to focus to only
for the purpose of the presentation)

๏

Why are they important? (you can refer here to the state of the art!)

๏

What explanations do the authors propose? (theory)

Key aspects that should be used in the presentations
Tip! There are many ways to present and you are allowed to be creative and try ways to make your
presentation engaging. More conventional presentations are also welcome! I strongly suggest you use
a Power-point, at least to presents maps and statistics.

Tip! try to present a brief State-of-the-art (Gaps, strengths and limitations) and to place the authors
in the larger debate.

Background and problematic (5 min)
๏

This part should be more descriptive and should help your peers to have a grasp of what is the
issue you are addressing.

๏

You can use grey literature and statistics (e.g. reports IOM, UNHCR).

๏

There are also some good websites you can rely on, with good interactive maps (if you need help
on finding one for your specific topic, write me an email!)

Present the research methodology (5 min)
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๏

Present the cases and methods used by the authors.

๏

Why are they relevant?

๏

How do they help answer the question(s)?

Critical thinking: a) Have students developed a critical reflection on the readings? B) Do they take a
position with respect to the readings and more generally to the topic? c) Do they use a comparative
perspective; and c)link your topic to other parts of the course (seminars, screening of the movie, and
lectures).

Findings (2-3 min)
๏

Describe the findings and tell us what is still to be done (you don’t have to make this up, but rely
on the authors’ conclusions)

Conclusion (2-3 min)
๏

Did you find the readings convincing? What are the weakness and strengths? Explain briefly your
position on this!

๏

What are the implications of what you have read on practical issues concerning migration? (for
policy, for instance).

๏

To open the discussion, you can come with some questions to the class.

๏

They can address issues you haven’t been able to answer yourself or other questions that you find
relevant both from the academic and the practical point of view.

If you have any questions on my comments, please, feel free to contact Teresa after you have discussed
the information presented above with your group!

Criteria for the evaluation of the presentations
Structure: The overall structure is very important. You will be evaluated for its coherence and your
ability to connect the diﬀerent parts. Using the material selected, you need to follow the criteria of a
scientific research in social science and to present empirical data: (a) present a puzzle or a
problematic; (b) connected research question(s); (c) the disciplines and/or literature that may help
answer the research question; (d) methods and case selected (geographic selection, population, etc.);
(e) the results; (f ) the conclusions and the relevance of the material presented for the
Formal aspects: Good use of PowerPoint and good organization of the presentation, including
division of the sections between students. Is the material presented clear? Is the pace of the
presentation good? Is the division of tasks between students well organized?
Content: Is the problematic well presented? Are the research questions well formulated and relevant?
Are the reasons for studying the topic well justified? Is the literature relevant? Is it presented well? Are
the theories and key concepts well presented? What methodologies are introduced to present the
material?
Performance: Is the presentation engaging? Do students present well and in a clear way?
Final discussion: Are students able to engage in the debate and answer questions asked by their
colleagues? How were they answered? Were they based on scientific results?

Additional criteria
Ability to connect the topic to the rest of the course: Are students reading the material of the course?
Are they acquiring new important knowledge? Are they able to connect their topic to the rest of the
course?
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Final Paper instructions

Plagiarism
Plagiarism is taken very seriously - please see page 4 and appendix 1 of this course guide for more
information.

General description
You will submit an individually written essay in which you will answer from one to two questions on
specific themes of the course. You can choose from a variety of questions (between 5 to 7). The
questions will be about the entire material covered during the course (including the topics covered by
the guest lectures).
You are required to write two short critical essays of about 5 pages each (about 1,500), including a
bibliography, focusing on the main topics of the class.
You are expected to show that you have read the material and that you have actively engaged in class.
This means that in the paper you should illustrate that you understand the material covered during
the lectures and the seminars and you have understood the debates covered during the discussions.
Moreover, you are expected to use the knowledge acquired during the course and to exercise critical
thinking. You need to make sure you use your reflective approach on selected topics showing that you
understand them in the wider context of the field of migration (as explored during the course) and
that you have read and understood the readings (grey and academic literature). For some questions,
you will be given instructions on how to structure the papers. However, you can always choose
another format if you think it will be better to convey your thoughts.

Rules on how to present a paper
Style: Times New Roman, size 12; 1.5 line spacing; page numbers; include your full name and course
code
Reference: Please follow the Harvard referencing style (in-text and to make a reference list at the end
of the essay). Indicate quotes with quotation marksand the exact reference. https://
libweb.anglia.ac.uk/referencing/harvard.htm (Links to an external site.). Please be careful
and reference, such as quotes, sections in your text where you are inspired by any literature, things
you paraphrase, etc.
Format: Upload PDF on Canvas

Integrity
Please, do not consult your peers for this exam. It is an individual endeavour, which will oﬀer you a
unique opportunity to reflect on your own personal point of view on the topics addressed in class.
This exercise is an integral part of the learning process and the pedagogy adopted during the course.
After several exercises in small and large groups, this is your chance to reflect on what you have
learned.
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APPENDIX I

ACADEMIC WRITING
AND PLAGIARISM
Academic honesty
Academic honesty means that you as an author are responsible for your work and that you must be able to
support the statements you make. Likewise, citation and referencing must be done correctly and it is never
allowed to copy, fabricate or manipulate your data. This means that everything you hand in has to be made and
written by you and nobody else. If that is not the case you can be accused of plagiarism, a serious oﬀence. The
penalties for plagiarism at LU are for example suspension between 2 weeks and 6 months.

CTRL-C
CTRL-V

Plagiarism – and how to avoid it
If you copy, paraphrase or translate materials from websites, or library or other sources in your written
assignments or thesis without giving full and proper credit to the original author(s), you are committing
plagiarism. Accusations concerning plagiarism are taken very seriously and the consequences for your academic
career and professional future may be disastrous, involving not only the loss of credit for courses in which the
oﬀence occurred, but even suspension for a certain time from your degree programme, not to mention having
to live with a lingering reputation for dishonesty. Submitting the work of others as if it were your own is
unacceptable. Plagiarism must be understood and avoided at all costs.
Students should expect to have their papers checked for plagiarism electronically. Whenever you use the words
or ideas of others, fair academic practice requires that you identify your sources fully and accurately. Simply
mentioning an author’s work at the beginning of a paper does not mean that you are then free to copy or
paraphrase from that work; specific references must be given each time you quote or paraphrase. The fair use of
evidence from primary and secondary sources is the basis of academic discourse, and abuse of this fairness
undermines the very nature of scholarly research. Although plagiarism is not always illegal (since copyright laws
usually presume a financial motive), it is nevertheless a form of intellectual theft and fraud. By committing
plagiarism you show disrespect for the fundamental values of the academic community.
If you find yourself in doubt about quotations or your use of sources, it is always a good idea to provide full
information.
To learn more about LU policy about Academic honesty visit LUB’s page on Academic conduct:
libguides.lub.lu.se/mastersprogrammes/academicwriting

Tech system note
Urkund is an automated plagiarism control system used throughout the university. It is integrated in
Canvas, and will warn you if its pattern-matching algorithms has been detected something suspect
(warnings will appear in Canvas when you prepare to download student assignment texts.
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APPENDIX II

PROCESSING
STUDENT
COMPLAINTS
It is actually relatively rare, but it does happen that students complain about what happens in a
course to the point when it is hard to know what to do. The Faculty has set up a common process for
these occasions, so both students and teachers know the options. In this appendix we present the
faculty guidelines in full.
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can apply to the Higher Education Appeals Board. Information on how to do this is to be
attached to the decisions.

Processing of complaints from students
concerning first and second cycle
education at the Faculty of Social Sciences
The present document describes the processing of education-related complaints from students at the
Faculty of Social Sciences.

๏

Disciplinary matters, that are to be processed by the vice-chancellor/disciplinary board
(pursuant to Chapter 10 Section 3 of the Higher Education Ordinance).

๏

Changes to grading decisions (pursuant to information approved on 2 December 2015,
see link below).

The present document is to be published on each department’s website and information about the
document should be disseminated to new students at the Faculty of Social Sciences in connection
with course/programme introductions. The document was produced in collaboration with the Social
Sciences Students’ Union.

Before students proceed with a complaint, they should find out what rules apply in various situations.
Students’ rights and obligations at Lund University (LU) are described in the List of students’ rights
(see link below). For example, the list describes what applies to the study environment, course syllabi
and timetables, exams and assessment, degree projects and course evaluation. Another important
document that governs education is the relevant course syllabus. It is also possible to obtain
information by contacting the study advisor at the department.

Processing of students’ complaints at the Faculty of Social Sciences

Students with a complaint can primarily turn to the relevant lecturer/course director or to the
programme director. In many cases the problem can be solved closest to where it arose. For further
processing of a complaint, please see the flow chart below.
At LU there is a student representative to whom students with a complaint can turn for support and
help. The student representative is not part of the University administration, but an independent
party whose role is to support and guide the students’ unions and the students in their case. The
students can also obtain support and advice from the Social Sciences Students’ Union. Support from
the student representative or the Social Sciences Students’ Union does not require membership in the
students’ union.
The flow chart below aims to clarify the work flow and contact people in cases of student complaints
at the Faculty of Social Sciences. The fundamental principle is that a case is to be processed promptly,
documented and registered according to the usual procedures. All student complaints that become
cases are to be registered at LU (oﬃcial document).
The description of the procedure does not prevent a student from appealing a decision pursuant to
Chapter 12 of the Higher Education Ordinance (see below) or reporting LU to the Swedish Higher
Education Authority. At LU, it is also possible to turn directly to the vice-chancellor according to
guidelines approved on 12 March 2015 (see link below).

The procedure description/flow chart does not cover:
๏

Cases dealing with discrimination or harassment (pursuant to the Discrimination Act
2008:567 and the Work Environment Act 1977:1160). Information on where to turn for
these issues is available separately (see link below).

๏

Cases that concern Chapter 12 of the Higher Education Ordinance: assessment of
qualifications and admission, approved leave from studies, deferred entry, credit transfer
of previous studies, requests for exemption from study components and applications for
degree certificates. If the decision on such matters goes against the applicant, he or she

* The lecturer or the director of studies concerned can also choose to take
unresolved issues to the next level.
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Relevant links
List of rights for students at Lund University
www.lunduniversity.lu.se/sites/www.lunduniversity.lu.se/files/list-of-rights-lund-university.pdf

Guidelines on handling complaints from students concerning first, second and third cycle studies at
Lund University (LU central document regulating these matters). Document approved on 12 March
2015.
www.staﬀ.lu.se/sites/staﬀ.lu.se/files/guidelines-on-handling-complaints-from-students-concerningfirst-second-and-third-cycle-studies-at-lund-university.pdf

How to process cases of discrimination or harassment
www.staﬀ.lu.se/employment/work-environment-and-health/health-and-wellness/victimisation-andharassment

Changes to grading decisions (oﬃcial document approved on 2 December 2015).
sam.lu.se/internt/sites/sam.lu.se.internt/files/information_om_andring_av_betyg_-_2015-12-02.pdf
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APPENDIX III

GRADUATE SCHOOL:
A BRIEF HISTORY
An innovative organisational solution to the problem of managing and exploring interdisciplinarity is
now a teenager, and an established part of the Faculty of Social Sciences.
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A brief history

The name “Graduate School” was decided upon, with the intention that the name should
communicate its oﬀerings to international students, and to indicate that international master level
programmes and courses as well as a few international PhD courses were available there.

Graduate School’s story began with a push for internationalisation at Lund University prompted
primarily by Sweden’s adoption of the Bologna Process regulations. In 2004, Sweden began the process
of reforming the preexisting higher education structure to follow a common European model. The
Bologna Process inspired a number of new developments here at the Faculty of Social Sciences. The
Faculty Leadership sought to create two-year Master’s programmes in accordance with Bologna
regulations as well as creating international programmes and courses on the faculty level, and it was
decided that the Faculty of Social Sciences should create international master programmes at the
faculty level. There already were two international master programmes in existence at the faculty –
Welfare Policies and Management and International Development and Management, but those
belonged to the Political Science and Human Geography departments respectively. Coordinating
master programmes at the faculty level was something that had not been done before.

Graduate School welcomed its first programme students in the Autumn of 2007. Located in the
Eden building, Graduate School was made up of its Director of Studies Kjell Nilsson, two
administrative staﬀ, and 9 students in Social Studies of Gender, 26 students in Global Studies, and
23 students in Development Studies.
Although the general opinion towards the newly created international, interdisciplinary programmes
and courses was enthusiastic, some at the faculty were still unsure about the idea of international
programmes, particularly with regards to having to teach courses in English. Initially, Graduate
School sought to incentivise potentially reluctant teachers to lecture on its courses by oﬀering them a
few more teaching hours, but as time went by Graduate School was able to find more and more
teachers who simply enjoyed working with international students and teaching in English.
Director of Studies Kjell Nilsson’s ability to network within the faculty, garner support for and
subsequently structure three unique, ambitious interdisciplinary master programmes helped to bring
the concept of Graduate School to life. He and the steering committee set the stage for the next level
of development for the organisation. In this period, Kristina Jönsson became the new programme
director for Development Studies.

An advisory board comprised of representatives, usually Directors of Study from nearly every subject
at the faculty, was assembled to decide which subject areas should be chosen to become international
programmes and courses that might best serve the needs and interests of Social Sciences students. The
response to the proposed additions was positive, particularly from departments with lower student
rates. A common, faculty level master programme could be more cost eﬀective to run than one at a
single department and could even oﬀer courses in theory and method to not only its own programme
students but also to students in smaller master programmes elsewhere within the faculty, thereby
allowing departments to oﬀer a wider variety of programmes to students.

In September 2010, Lena Örnberg took the reins as Graduate School Director of Studies. The
numbers of programme students had decreased since the programmes’ first year, which led to some
criticism as to the perceived success of the interdisciplinary programmes. Lena sought to improve
both the student experience as well as numbers of students in the programmes by placing emphasis
on student events and administrative structure. Teaching and administrative staﬀ would have
increased contact, such as at teaching team wrap-up meetings at the end of courses, to create more
cohesion between the two groups and to relieve teaching staﬀ of unnecessary administrative tasks.
The number of students began to grow and an additional third full time administrative position was
added.

Developing Interdisciplinarity
While the intention for the programmes to be international was a primary focus from the start, the
interdisciplinary aspect of the proposed programmes came later.

Finding (and Creating) a Physical Home

The advisory board discussed the issue of how to create a faculty-wide, interdisciplinary master
programme at length and decided that such programmes should be theory-based, designed to focus
on a major – a primary field of study within the programme subject – and also require applicants to
meet the eligibility requirements for their major. Fulfilling major requirements in one field on the
bachelor’s and subsequently the master’s level would then allow a graduate to have the possibility to
continue to a PhD.

It was at this time that Graduate School moved from the Eden building to Gamla Kirurgen. There
the programme would have its own classrooms and study area, separate from other departments. This
fostered a feeling of “home” and a sense of belonging among Graduate School students. Events like
programme introduction day, potlucks, fika, and information lunches that include both students and
staﬀ bring class cohorts together and familiarise them with staﬀ, so students know who to turn to
when in need of support.

11 diﬀerent programme topics were suggested and of those, three were ultimately selected and are
still the backbone of Graduate School today: the MSc Programmes in Development Studies, Global
Studies, and Social Studies of Gender. These would be led by a Director of Studies with individual
Programme Directors for each of the three programmes and a board made up of the departments
participating in the interdisciplinary cooperation. Once the subject areas were decided upon, the
advisory board for deciding upon faculty-level international master’s education became the steering
committee for the three new programmes. Among those in that committee was Kjell Nilsson, who
became the first Director of Studies of Graduate School. Franz-Mikael Rundquist would become the
Programme Director for Development Studies, Catarina Kinnvall the Director for Global Studies,
and Sara Goodman the Director for Social Studies of Gender.

Seeking to further improve structure and processes, the Graduate School team traveled to the
University of Amsterdam in Spring 2011 to meet with colleagues there working with their
interdisciplinary Master Programme in International Development Studies. While comparing
programme structure and administrative processes with their Amsterdam colleagues, the Graduate
School team were somewhat surprised (and pleased) to discover that their Dutch counterparts were
impressed by Graduate School’s thoroughness in interdisciplinarity. The diﬀerence was that the
interdisciplinary focus was not limited to the makeup of the student body or the teachers – even the
courses were interdisciplinary, down to mixed, interdisciplinary teaching teams on a single course.
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University of Amsterdam staﬀ thought mixing teaching teams was incredibly ambitious and would
not be possible at their university. Lena later remarked that this diﬀerence was a testament to the
eﬀorts made by the original steering committee that made a truly interdisciplinary Graduate School
possible. This practice of interdisciplinary teaching teams continues at Graduate School today and is
seen as a strength by staﬀ and students alike.

When these developments have concluded, Graduate School will have grown from 180 full-time
student equivalents (Helårsstudent, HÅS) to 280!

A Maturing Organisation
By the time Lena left her post as Director of Studies in late 2014, student numbers had risen
dramatically and a place in a Graduate School programme became highly sought after by
international students. Around that time Lena left, programme directors Kristina Jönsson
(Development Studies) and Sara Goodman (Social Studies of Gender) stepped down from their
posts. Karin Steen took over for Development Studies and Rebecca Selberg took over for Social
Studies of Gender. In 2017, Rebecca stepped down and the role has now been taken on by Marta
Kolankiewicz.
After Lena’s departure, the remaining admin team members successfully managed programme
admissions until Mikael Sundström was installed as the new Director of Studies in the spring of
2015. Since then, Graduate School has looked for complementing ways to develop, further increasing
its reach by way of communications material and processes and improved overall quality of courses,
particularly methods courses. Programme and course guides and the very handbook you are reading
now have been designed, reworked and reformulated to provide comprehensive information with a
unique, signature style. Students are kept up to date with a bi-weekly Newsflash email with an
overview of upcoming important Graduate School information as well as interesting events and
activities around the faculty and the university.
In the last five years we have also been placing extra focus on our theory and methods courses
oﬀerings. A Methods Director position (currently held by Shai Mulinari after a productive stint by our
current programme director Chris Swader) has been introduced to keep track of and develop the
various courses in theory of science and methods. The aim is to further develop the quality, design,
and variety of the method courses that are oﬀered to Graduate School students as well as many other
master and PhD students. In addition, we have set about documenting all available theory and
method courses at the Faculty of Social Sciences, providing a clearer overall picture of the state of
theory and method courses at the faculty.

A New Growth Period
In 2018 two momentous decisions were rendered. First, Graduate School would become the new
home of the Middle Eastern Studies programme from 2019, with Rola
El-Husseini as the designated Programme Director.
Second, Graduate School was to develop a brand new master programme, labelled MSc in Social
Scientific Data Analysis (SSDA), slated to start in 2021. Chris Swader is the designated Programme
Director for the SSDA.
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Graduate School – Our
House!
Graduate School is housed in what is now known as “the old surgery clinic” (Gamla Kirurgen). Our
two lecture halls (236 & 240) used to be ten-bed wards with an observation room (238) and pantry
(237) sandwiched in-between. From the observation room, nurses could keep a watchful eye on
recovering patients through two windows that have since been removed. The Student Lounge still has
a vaguely religious look to it, and was indeed used as a church room in the past.
In 1868, the house we now inhabit finally opened for business as Lund’s main open surgery clinic.
The famous and prolific architect Helgo Zettervall designed the building’s late gothic style, and
although it has undergone substantial renovations in 1905, 1928 and 1978, many of his original
ideas remain intact. The most notable changes in the intervening years was probably the installation
of many more windows than Zettervall had opted for, and the wing extensions to increase floorspace.

Picture of the surgical clinic by Per Bagge in 1906. Reproduction: University Library, Lund University.

Inside, changes have been much more far-reaching. Among other things, what is now the stairwell in
the third floor used to be the very heart of the building as it housed the central operation theatre.
Important!

When the hospital moved to its current location in the 1970s, the old buildings were transferred to
Lund University which urgently needed more space. The open surgery clinic itself was handed over in
1972, and was at that point listed as an architectural heritage structure to prevent potentially
intrusive changes (this status was removed in 2005).

We ask all students to take note of the emergency exits (see below), and to be prepared to guide students to
the assembly area at the front of the building in case of a fire or other hazard
demanding evacuation.

Over the years, the building has housed a range of University units,
notably the “UB3” University Library branch on the top floor. Today
it is predominantly a social science building, with the central Faculty
Administration, the International Oﬃce, Graduate School and the
School of Journalism as main anchors. The 150-year old is still going
strong!

Helgo Zettervall (1831–1907)
Renowned architect who
designed the open surgery
clinic along with many other
buildings around Lund,
including the main university
building

Graduate School in blue
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